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Abdract: In the usual developnicnt of dimension theory in metric spaces, the equiv- 
alence of ooveringand large inducti re dimension ploys a centrtil role. In this paper we de- 
velope the basic theory of dimensie qdirectly from the notion of covering dir ~c~riloa, Sev- 
eral of the basic theorems are exte!. 03~4 tonon-metrizablesgaces, For those x4 suits which 
do squire the full strength of snetr abllity, the proofs are new and rathqr dlf r’eren: from 
the usual ones. With two minor exe options, the paper is self-contained. 
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Introduction 
In the usual development of dimension theory in metric spaces the 
notion of large inductive dimension plays a cenM rde. Our object in 
t.his paper is to derive the basic theorems of dimension thee q directly 
fern the notion of covering dimension, extending these res,\nlts o non- 
rnetrizable spaces where possible and also strengthening them in the 
context of metric spaces in some casesThus in addition to new results 
the paper contains new proofs of some well known theorems:The paper 
is self-contained except for two theorems, the Countable Sum Theorem 
for normal spaces (Engelking [ I] p. 274) used on page 2 12 and Stone’s 
theorem that metric spaces are paracompact (Rudin [ 41) used repeated- 
ly in tb.e metric space theory, 
For all topological spaces we adopt the usua! definition of covering 
dimension: rlim 8 = -- 1 a+ for each integer n 3 0, dim X < N if every 
Linite o )en cover of X is refined by an open cover of onder < n + 1. Gen- 
erally u : shall use the notation and terminology of Nagata &I], with 
the add1 -ion: a collection c2k = { U&Y E Se } skrinks a collection 9 if 
V = {%&E SQ) iNithU”c V&foreachcu~sQ.Whereanindexing 
is not specified, it is implied that they may be so indexed. Also 
terms family and collection are used interchangeably. A family 
is discrete if each potit has a neighborhood meeting at .most once mem- 
ber. 
Several remarksof an elementary nature whi cue needed in 
sequel are collected in an appendix which i_Jl&s the bofsr of the expo- 
sition. Their proofs are straightforward and arz generally omitted. 
Dimension in non-metrizable spaces 
Thewem 1. For eveq to~~~~~~~~ space X, dim X < ~rz if and only if 
every locally finite open cover of X is refined by an open cover of order 
Sn+l, 
This was firsi proved by C.H. Dowker for normal spaces. A more ele- 
mentary proof for paracompact spaces due to H. deVries is given in 
Nagata [2] p. 22. Our proof for general spaces is essentially atwo-fold 
application of the latter argument, he first part of which is 
Lemma 1. Let X be a topological space of dimension G n and 
?C =(W&QE SQ) anopencoverofX.Let !F= (F,I~E e) bealo- 
tally finite family of closed sets and 99 a subset Df 94’ such that each 
FT in 9 meets Ua fGr only finitely many Q E g. Then we can shrink 
% to an open cover T such that 
(1) foreachar E A: U,- v’&F,whereF=u {FTl~E e),and 
(2) each point of F is in F’;u for at most n + 1 of the c)y E 99. 
Proof. Let 9Q, =% u (0) whereO$PQ,UO= u(U,Jcr~’ .&=6} 
and cUO = { U,t rr E A, } . cElo is an open cover of X and each 1-G 
meets only finitely many of its me:>lbers. Let % denote: the set gf all 
pairs (C,W) such that C is a sub;& of 6 and W is a collection of sub- 
sets of .X indexed by HO. Partially order % by (C’,W) < (c”,(W) if 
(3) CC C’, and 
(4) W’ shrinks W, and 
(5) for each 01 E do : Iv&--w,‘c U{F,lyEC’--C}* 
Let J be the set of all (C/W) E % for which W is an open cover of X 
and 
(6) each point of w { I$, I? E C} is in for at most I* + 1 
Let (<CJ&JlrE 9) be a chain 
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= n { l+‘(~a)l r E ‘3’ j . It is readily verified *hat (C,w) is an upper 
!Jound for this &in in %?. That c)9 is an open cover of X follows from 
the local finiteness of Y and condition (5). (C,cW) satisfies conditions 
(6) because Cw shrinks each %$ and each (CT, 94,) satisfies (6). So 
(( 
-i 
‘1 er bound for the chain in J. Invoking.. Zorn’s Lemma 
WI: get a maxi-ma1 element (D, vO) in J such that 
(7) (8, Q,) G (D, y)>- 
To complete the proof we show that D must in fact be *e. Suppose 
DZeandfixayG e-D.LetD’=Du {y}-andA’={o!EsQolt;’ 
meets va} where v, = (v,l~! E do), a ThenF,c lJ{t$&~ E A’}’ 
and condition (7) implies that Sp’ is finite. By Remark 1 there is an 
open collection Cw of order < ra + 1 whlich shrinks { ki 12 s #} and 
covers FT. Let vbr’ = (V,-F,) u vQ for cy E Se’, and 12 = I+“& for 
aE 5q) - A’, and let v’ = { I&’ 10 E 9Q, } . It is apparent hat 
(D’, Y) E J and that (D, 33*) < (D’, cV’) contradicting the maximality. 
Thu4* D fnust be e. The desired cover dY is now obtained from 37, by 
letting & =v@U,foreachcuE sQ-%,;indW = {I&l(vE A} and 
the proof is complete. 
For paracompact spaces Lemma 1 implies Theorem ‘1 directly. The 
proof of deVries is essentially our proof of Lemma 1 organized as an 
inductive construction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let X be a topological space of dimension < n and 
3c = ( Ua ia E Se ) a locally finite open cover of X. We perform a con- 
struction quite similar to the preceding. Let ?2 be the set of all pairs 
(A, W) with A C d and ckp a collection of subsets of X indexed by SQ. 
Partially order 7? by (4, W) < (A’, Q#‘) if 
(8) A C: A’, anid 
(9)w shrinks %Y, and 
(10)foreachaE Se: W’,,-Woy’C u(UBI/WA’--A}. 
Let J be the set of all (A,cW) E %! such that C&9 is an open cover of X 
and {h”&&A} isoforder<n+l.Notethat(Q1,CU)E J.Bythe 
same ar;:ument used in proving Lemma 1 we obtain a maximal element 
(E 3/r) of r-S with (8, q) G (R, W). We now show that p3 is necessarily 
SQ Suppose not. Fix p E Se -- B and let 3 = B u {p). Let e be t.he 
co/ection of all subset: of B of cardinality y2 + I* If B is of cardinality 
< n then ( 3, W ) f 3 contradicting the maximality, so E’ # 8. For each 
n{v&a~y} andF, =:q n q,andlet 
ecause {V&u E B} is of order G n + 1 we see t 
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I’,M$,=@landhence V’&‘V7= Q)foreachrE C?andaEB-y.Thus 
the cover V, the family 9 and the set 93 C SQ satisfy the hypothesis 
of Lemma 1. We conclude the existance of an open cover of X which 
shrinks V such that 
(1l)foreacharE SC Va--fV”CFC q,and 
(12) each point of F belongs to IVa for at most utc”t;; 1 at e 9, where 
&‘= u{l$i+ e).Clearly(l!)impliesthat(B,C)aJJ+ (95,cW;. 
{ V&VU] isoforder<n+1 and fi$C &soeachxEX-qisin 
IV”foratmostn+l cue 9.EachxE~P-Fisin17~foratmostn 
a e B and thus at most n + 1 at E q. The same holds for each x cz F by 
(12).Itfollowsthat {IV&~ 93) isoforder<n+l andso(g,CW)Ed 
contradicting the maximality of (B, V). Then B = .d, so ( _d, 97 ) E 3 
and thus c11 is of order < YE + 1. Finally ‘V shrinks c2c because 
(QM)G (J%V). 
Theorem 2 (Locally Finite Sum Theorem). Let X be a topological space 
and Y = {F,lyE C?} a.1 ocally finite closed cover of X. If dim F7 G n 
for all y e e :hen dam X < rz. 
(This extends to all spaces r’l result which.was known for normal 
spaces (see Engelking [ II] p. 2’78). The p+oof is another variation on the 
previous technique, arrangec1 here as an inductive constructir 
Proof. Well order C? and let 0 denote its first element. We irlaJ* : ;e 
without loss of generality that F0 = $9. Let “2c = {&la E d } be U ‘te 
open cover of X. Inductively we construct for each 7 E C? an open cover 
cl37 = ( V(yp)lar E 9Q) such that 
(13)for&K 6C (,. 3* V, shrinks Vc and 
(14) forp< 6 E (3: V(~,cu)--1/(&a> c w {F&3< yG 6)) and 
(15) each point of F7 belongs to V(y,a) for at most n + 1 ar E gQ . 
We begin by leitting V0 == %.&,=~implies(l5)for~=O.Fix6>0 
and suppose Vr has been constructed for all “y <. 8 satisfying the three 
conditions Let IVQ = n{ V(y,ar)ly< 6 } and cW= {W,la! E Se}. W 
shrinks 39, for each y < 6 and by (14) we conlcude that 
(16)forflC ,Ce i?: V@,(Y)--W,CU {F&3<r~: s), 
It follows from 3 \ A 6) and the local finiteness of f? that CIW is an open 
cover of X. By Remark 2 th.ere is an open collection QG’ = { Wo;; iy E d } 
which shrinks 947 anJ covers & with lisach point of F’, belonging to at 
most 12 .A 1 of the IV’*‘. Let V(ci,&) = (I+& - F6 ) w M&‘. It is easily verified 
that V, is an open cover of X satisfying the required conditions. Having 
constructed Vy for each y E e, let V’ = n { V(y,r~) 17 f C? } and 
C9 = V&6 PQ) l , Cl.9 is an open cover of 
u hich shrinks each 39, and in particular V0 = aC. By condition (15) 
V IS of order G pz + I. 
In the interest of completeness we mention that the Countable Sum 
Theorem Is known to hold in all normal spaces (Engelking [ 11 p. 274). 
It follows? by combining this with the previous resuh, that the Locally 
Countable Sum Theorem holds in all paracompact spaces, 
A particularly nice way in which a collection may be of order G n + 1 
is that it be the union of n + 1 collections of pairwise di.sjoint sets. In 
normal spaces dimension is characterized by the existenLee of refine- 
ments of this type. This is clearly implied by 
Lemma 3. Let X be a normal space and Cu = { V,‘,l11y E d} a locally fin-! 
ite open cover of X of order < n +l. There exists for o,ach 1 $ t %: n + 1 
a family V, =: { V(t, a) Icu E SQ } of pairwise disjoint Ipen sets which 
shrinks U, ana together the Vt cover X. 
Proof. We proceed bv induction on ~:1. For n = 0 we take 37* = %. 
pose n > 3. By normality there is an open cover Cw = { IV& E s4) 
Sup- 
SuchthatCkPshrinks cU.(%s {vQl~E .d}.)Let &={yCd pyis 
ofcardinalityn +l} *ForYE Clet.R, = n{lV,‘,la!Er}, 
ST = n(w,la i: 7 1 and Tr = fi(&&Ia, E 7 } . The sets TV are pairwise 
disjoint becaustt order cte” < pz + 1. We obtah Vn+l bv amalgamating 
the Tr ; thus we well order d and let V(n -I 1 ,a) = ui TV lcw is the first 
elementofy).Let Y=X-U{R,lrE e) andZ-X--\J{S,I~E e}. 
Y is closed in X and hence normal. Z is open by tb.e local finiteness of 
c1c and is contained in Y. Let I&’ = IVa n Y. For each ‘y E :2, 
n(W,'la!EY}=R,nY=~.T~us~'= (WoJar~ ~4:) isareIatkJely 
open cover of Y of order G n. By the inductive hypothesis there exists 
for each 1 < t < u a family c27,’ = ( V(t,cu)‘le E & ) of pairwise dis- 
joint relatively open subsets of Y which shrinks Cw’ and thereby shrinks 
U . Together the Vi cover Y. Letting V(t, a) = V(P,ar)” n 2 we obtain 
the families V, we desire for I \< .t l < n. Together the)] cover 2 and 
3p n+l covers X-Z so we are done. 
Because of the normality we may improve upon the last result slight- 
ly b;* shrinking th Vt to discrete families. A more striking improve- 
ment is 
Theorem 3. Let X be a normal space of dimension < n, and let 3& be a 
locally finite open cover ~f X. There exists for each positive integer E a 
discrete open family Vt in X which shrinks 9! such that any n + 1 of 
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the sVt together CBY~~ X. Moreover there zue discrete open families 
W, such that 5, shrinks 919, which shrinks ?t. 
Proof. Let ?c = { U,~OJ E &} be a locally finite op&x cover of X. 
gin the construction, Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 yieId”for each 
1 G t G 82 + 1 a collection 5$ = (P(& a)la E Se } of pairwise disjoint 
open sets which shrinks c2c and the 9, together cover X. By normality 
we obtain open families 39, 7 { W(r,cu) far E A} which together cover 
X so that %$ shrinks 9#. TIhen each ~98, isdiscrete. Repeating this pro- 
cedure we obtain discrete families Vt = { V(t,ar)lcw E A} which to- 
gether cover X with vt shrinking. w We complete the construction 
by induction on t. Let s > n + “I and I Jpose the V, and 3c0, have been 
constructed for t < s. Let e = { 7 c ’ ,2,...,s- 1) 17 is of cardinAity n j . 
F’oreachyE e let&, := n{X- L.:‘ ,t,a)laE d) ItfiT} andlet 
A =U {A,(~E e}. TheA, are @noise disjoint because any y2 + 1 of 
the tip, cover X. Again by normality -we have open sets B, and CV *with 
A, C B,, B, C CT such d&t the q are pairwise disjoint. For each 
‘7 E (2 let k(7) be a posative tnteger < s which iz. noi a member of “y. Then 
A, C U{ V(k(qf)9a)l~ E d}. Let @,a) =: U {B, f1 V(k(r),a)lyE C? } 
and w(s,a) =“, U { CT n lV(k(q$ar)Py E e}. It is readily verified that Vs 
and W, are discrete open families, that %T’ shrinks W, which in turn 
shrinks ‘U, and that V, covers A. By the construction of A, any r-2 of 
the families Vt, 1 < t < s - l,coverX-A.Thusanyn+l ofthe Vt, 
1 G t s s, cover X, and the proof is con:plete. 
The following result is not new but the proof is new and it illustrates 
the usefulness of Theorcn; 3. 
Theorem 4 (Product Theorem). Let X and Y be non-empty compact 
finite dimensional spaces. Then dim X X Y < dim X + dim Y. 
Proof. Let V-be .a finite open cover of X :C Y. There exist finite open 
covers ~97 and W of X and Y respectively such that c)1 X W refines Cu, 
where c)3 X Ws= {VX Wl‘VE V andWE W).X,etn=dimXand 
m = dim Y. For each positive integer t there is a discrete open family 
Vs in X which shrinks V and a discrete <Ipen family “19, in Y which 
shrinks; W with any YI + % of the Vt covering X and any vz + 1 of the 
W* covering Y. Then each x E X fails to be covered by at most n of the 
33 t and each y E Y by at most m of the Wt. Consequently each 
(x, y) E X X Y fails e covered by V, >I for at most n + m 
is a discrete family pen sets which sh 
Anyn-tm+l of!:he V,X 
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particular u{ V t r: +m+l) isanopencoverof 
X Yoforder<n+m nes Cu, and we are done. 
A very useful characteriz tion of dimension in metric spaces is the 
Decomposition Theorem. The weaker half of the theorem holds in all 
. normal spaces. This result is due to Zarelua [5 ] . 
-w-em 5 (Weak Decomposition Theorem). Let X be a norm& space 
and (Ci]l,<i<n} afinitecoverofX.ThendimX<I=,“,ldim@i :-.rz-1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Let di = dim Ci and p 
d=~~~ldi+n--l.Theresultistrivialforn=l,Letn> l.Fixanin- 
teger j, 1 < j< n. We shah show that dim q < d. Let % be a finite,open 
cover of 5. By Remark 2 there is an open family c)jr in q of order 
< dj + 1 which shrinks 3C and covers Ct. Let Y = u { V I V in: V } and 
2 = q - Y. Let Di = Ci n Z for i # j. Z being closed iI\ X is normal and 
each Di is closed in Ci SO that di.m Di < dp {Di I i St j} covers 2. By the 
inductive hypothesis dhm 2 G d’ = Ci+j di + tz - 2. By Remark 3 there 
is an open family Cw in q of order G d’ + 1 which covers 2 and shrinks 
CU.Then c)3Uw isanopencoverof~~oforderGdj+l+d’+l= 
d + 1 which refines Cu. Since we now have each 5 of dimension G d, 
it follows by Theorem 2 that dim X < d. 
Di* d in rnc ..u spaces 
We now turn our attention to metric spaces. The basic result is the 
co::.struction of sever:1 dimension related o-discrefz bases using Theo- . 
rem 3 as the principal tool. Simultaneously we obtain a strengthened 
Detomposition Theorem. Finally as applicationi of this result we give 
new proofs of the Product Theorem, the her&&y nature of dimension 
and the equivalence with large inductive dimension. 
To state the basic theorem concisely we need some notation. f 1,031 
denotes the set of all positive integers a.nd for each NE [ 1 ,-I, [ 1 ,N] = 
{ t E [ 1 ,-I] t G V} . Let pz be a fixed non-negative integer. For any 
ZC [19m],let e(Z)= {7cZ]~isofcardinalityn+l}. 
eorem 6. For every metric space X t,he following are equivalent. 
(A> dim X < ~1. 
n+l.ForeachtE[l,N] andeachkE[l,+t 
(I, k) of mesh < l/k such that for each fixed k: 
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U ( aC (t, k)l t E 7 ) covers X for each 7 E 6( [ 1 ,A!] ) and for each 
t: if k’> k ant’ UE ?c(t.k), Ve Wt,k’) t 
fixej 
(C) For each t E [ I,- ] there is a odisc 
u{QtltE y) isabasisforeach+ 2([l, 
UY, V EE ii8, then either UC V or 7~ U or 
(II) For each t G [ I,= ] there is a aTdiscrete opef; family 93, such that 
u{QI,ItE~} isabasisforeachrE@([l.,=]),and 
{Bd(U)tUE 99, for some tf [I,=$ isof order5 n. 
(E) For eac!l t E [ 1,~] there is a subspace Xr of dimension < 0 such 
that u(X,ItEy} =XforeachyE e([l,=J). 
The proof depends heavily on the following construction. 
Lemma 4. Let X be a metric space c>f dimension G yt and let OQ be a 
set *whose cardinali@ is the -weight 13f X. For each m E [ i ,- j there exist 
discrete open families 3, ( tp k) = {J& (t, k, a) 1 a E SQ } and 
T&k)= (T,(t,k,a)laE A} foreachkE[i,m] andeach 
US [l,Ik+n] such that 
(17) each Y&m) is of mesh < l/m, 
(18) ~{J,&,m)lt~~} c*versXforeachrEe([l,m+n]), 
(19) Is,@, k,a) c T,(t, k,a), 
(20) if k < m then Sm 1 0, ka) c s,Ct, bd, T,(t, W c Tm-lct, kd, 
(2l)ifk<mthenforeachrE[l,k+n] andeacha,pE sd either 
r,(t,m,cr) C &(t,k,P)or T&t, m,ar)n 2p,& k$)= 0. 
Proof. The construction is by induction on m. To begin the process let 
V = { U,lcw E gQ ) be a locally finite open cover of X of mesh < 1. By 
Theorem 3 there exists for each t E [ 1 ,n + l] discrete open families 
d 1 (t, 1) and 9, (t, 1) satisfying (17)) (18) and (19). 
Let m > 1 and suppose we have & _1 (t, k) and Ym _&, k) satisfying 
the conditions. Then {Tm _1 (t,k,a)lkE [l,m-l],tE [l,k+n] and 
o G &} is locally finite beink the finite union of discrete families. Then 
there is a locally finite open cover 2” = { U&X E Se } of mesh llm 
suc,h that for aJl a$ E ~8 : if & mcsets S,&f, k,P) the 
Ua’ C Tm ._ I(t, k, p). Applying Theorem 3 once more we have for each 
t E [ 1 ,m -t n] discrete open families 3&m) and 9, (t, m) which sat&- 
fy conditions (17), (18) and (19). 
Let kE [l,m-11, tE [ ,k+nl andatE &Let 
J”(t, k,ab = Sm_t { T,(t,m$)lPE 94 and T,(t,m,P)n 
&&t, R&) # V}), QU,kd = ah--(u{T,(t,m, 
en $,_,(t.k,4 c: 
‘ere 
_ ,(t, k, 4 with fit9 k, a) closed and Q(t, k, a)~ open. 
exist open sets S,&, k, a) and T,(t, k, a) such that .P(t, k, a) c 
,Ct, k 4 C Tm(t, k, a) and T,Ct, k, a) C Q(t, k, a). These 
sets clearly satisfy conditions (19) and (20). 
Finally for each (Y, 0 E SQ if Tm (t, m, p) meets T,, (t, k, a) then 
Tm (t, m, 0) meets Sm __r k,cw) SQ T,(w,~) c p&k,(w) cf S,(f,k,a). 
Thus (21) is satisfied a the lemma is proved. 
Pmof of Theorem 6 
(A) * (B). Let dim X < n and fix an integer N 3 ra + I. For each 
t E [ 1 ,K] and each k E [ 1 Ye ] and each at E d les: U(t# k, a) := 
u {S,&,k+N,at)l~O k+N} and Q&k)= (U[t,k,cQ]arE94.&Then 
(22)S,Jt,k +N,ar) C U(t, k,a) c T,(t, k +N,a) for zaY:i m 2 k +N. 
In particular fo- m =k+IVweseethat 3 k+N(tp k + N) shrinks LU(t,k) 
which shrinks ‘3 k+N (t, k + IV). Thus (17) implies that %(t, k) is a dis- 
crete open family of mesh < 1 /(k + N) < 1 /k, and (18) shows that 
u(=?r(t,k)ltE7} coversxforeachre (?([l,,!V])since E?([l,N])is 
conta.inedin~([l,k+N+r~]).Finallylett~ [l,N],k’3 kE [I,=] 
and at,P~ SQ. By (21) eitk;<:s T&&k’+N,a) n Tkt+N(t, k +N$) = (b 
or Tkp+N(t, k’ + N,a) c S t k ++ (t, k ;t N, p). Thus by (20) and (22) either 
U(t,k’,(v)n U(t,k,f?)=@orU(t,k,~)c U(t,k,p). 
(A)*(C). LetdimX<n.ForeachkE[l,=],each(tE [l,k] and 
eachare SQ let V(t,k,a)=v{S,(t,k,a)lm> k},andlet LV(f,kj= 
( V(t, k, a) Icu E SQ } . Similarly to the previous case, 
(23)S,(t,k,a)c v(t,k,Qt)c T,(t,k,ar)foreachm> k. 
As before it follows that each V(t, k) is a discrete open family of mesh 
G I/k, and for each k’ > k 2 t and q/3 E SQ -- either m=) n 
V(t,kJ?)=@or ~FZ)C V(t,k$).Nowlet %*= u(v(t,k)lk> t}e 
Then ?H is clearly c&iscrete and for each t and U, v E %# eith.er 0 C V 
or?? 6’or~n~=@H?ix7E 6?([l,~])andletk(y)=max {tltfy). 
For each point x of X and each neighborhood W of K there is a 
k 2 k(r) such that the closed ball about x of radius l/k is contained in 
W. It follows by (18) and (23) that there is a t E 7 such that 
XE Vft,k)c WThus u(g,ltEr3 isabasisforx. 
(C) * (D). Suppose (C) is true, but that { Bd Ul U E %, for some 
t E [ 1 p-1 ) is of order 3 yt + 1. Clearly by (C) the members of 
{ Bd Burl U E 9, } are pairwise disjaint for each t. Thus there must be a 
])andanxE uch that for ea 
(Sr,). Let a, E for each t E y 
Then V is a neighborhood of x. By (C) there is a-t i ‘y arid W e 95, 
with x E It@‘> V. This contradicts (C) since U’, 
since_a, E_ut - W and H/ $ Ut since x E w - U* 
99t but U;$ w 
U,MV#@since 
(D) * (E). Suppose (D) is true. For each t f [ f ,-] let 
9, = ~(~k/t(n+l)~k~t(n+l:)+n}.Theneach Ytisaa-discrete 
basisforX.LetX,=X- u{BdUllUE ?&Then {UnX@G yt) 
is a a-discrete basis for X, and each U n Xt is both open and closed. By 
Remark 4 dim Xt < 0. Clearly (D) implies that w (xt \ t E 7) = X for 
each YE e([ l,~]). 
(E) =$ (A). This is an immediiate: consequence of Theorem 5. It re- 
mains only to show that (B) implies (A). The method here is to consider 
weakened forms (D’) and (E’) of conditions (D) and (E) and to show 
that (B) * (D’) * (E’) * (A). Thz con&tions are: 
(D’) Let N 2 ~2 + 1. For each t E [ 1 ,nl] there is a odiscrete open family 
gt such that u{ g t 1 t E y }is i: basis for each 7 f (2 ([ 1, N] ) and 
{ Bd(U)lUE ‘33, forsometE [l,N]) isoforder< rz. 
(E’) Let N 3 n + 1. For each t E [ 1 ,N] there is a subspace Xt of dimen- 
sion<Osuchthat U{X,lVSy} =XforeachrE C’([l,N]). 
The proof that (B) * (D’) * (E’) * (A) differs in only the most minor 
details from thle proof that (C) * (D) * (E) * (A). We shall therefore 
omit it. The proof of Theorem 6 is then complete. 
It is interesting to look at the special case of l2 = 0. Looking at the 
Ireceding proof for thiE case we get a theorem which is actually some- 
what stronger than Theorem 6 specialized to the case of y1= 0. 
Theorem 7. Let X be a metric space. Then the following are equivalent 
(AJ dim X < 0. 
(B) For each k E [ 1 ,=I there is a cover ?Ik of X of mesh 4 l/k 
whose members are pairwise disjoint clopen (meaning simultaneously 
open and closed) sets such that if ,k’ > k and UE C&t, V E ?Ck then 
eithcx UC V or U n V = $3. 
(C) There is a o-discrete basis ‘33 of X whose members are c%open 
sets such that for each U, ‘I/E 93 either U c V or V C U or U fr V = 0. 
It might be noted that the special redundancy character of Theorem 
6 is completely lost here. In this spczbal case Theorem 6 (D) reduces al- 
so to Theorem 7 (C) a Theorem 6 (22) reduces to the tautology 
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dim X < 0 if and only if dim X < 0. 
Theorem 7 (B) leads immediately to the conclusiolr that the product 
of two . ero dimensional metric spaces is itself zero dirnensional, for if 
Wk ar %$ are families in X and Y respectively sati,;fying the condi- 
tions _ a lleorem 7 (B) then clearly Vk X Wk are such families for 
X ” ” tihere the metric in X .Y Y is d((~, Y),(xJ)) z max (&~,x),&v,y)) 
which preserves the condition on the mesh of the families. This leads 
to a slick proof oi’ the product theorem for ali metric Ipaces. 
Theorem 8 (Product Theorem). If X and Y are non-empty finite dimen- 
sional metric spaces then dim (X X Y) G dim X + dim Y., 
Proof. Let.rr = dim X and m = dim Y. By Theorem 6 (IEl), for each 
t E [ 1 ,w] there are subspaces Xt and -Yt of X and Y re:;pect&ely each 
of dimension < 0 such that any n + 1 of the X, cover J’- arl2 any m + f 
of the Yt cover Y. Let 2, = X, X 1;. By the previous *csmark each Z, is 
of dimension G 0 and clearly any n + m + 1 of the 2, c!>ver X X Y. Then 
by Theorem 6 (E) once more’, dim (X X Y) < n + .m. 
Another immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 7 1~ the here- 
ditary property of dimension for metric spaces. 
Theorem 9. If X is a metric space of dimension < n and Y a subspace of 
X then dim Y < n. 
Proof. By Theorem ‘7 (C) this is surely true for y2 = 0 s;i.rrac:f. of 9 is a ba- 
sis for X which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7 (C1 then 
{ B n Y IB E ‘33 ) is surely such a basis for Y. It follow:;; then by Theo- 
rem 6 (E) that it is true for all ~1. 
Finally we use Theorem 6 to show the equivalence .fith large induc- 
tive dimension for metric spaces. 
Theorem 10. If X is a metric space then dim X = Ind X. 
Proof, It is known that dim X G Ind X for eveTv i;ormal space X (see 
for example Nagata [ 21 p. 197). We include here an easier proof which 
holds in all metric spaces. We proceed by induction on Ind X. The case 
of Ind X = -1 is trivial. Suppose Inld X = ~1 > - 1 , For each positive in- 
teger t there is a local y finite open cover %!C, = ( U(t,a)la e d 3 of X 
of mesh G l/f which y normbli’ty we can shtii3 to 
3; = ( F(t,cw) liu E SQ } . Then there exist open sets 
F(t, a) c a/c’t, a) C U(t, Q) and Ind Bd( V(t, a)) G P - 1. By the inductive 
hy,qoth&sis we have dim Bd( V(t, a)) < n - 1. Let 
Y-7 u(Bd(V(t,a)jD-tE [I,=.)gnd*a!EsQ).BytheLocal 
Sum Theorem we have dim ’ G y1- 1 and, as we noted ir proving 
(E) =* (A) in Theorem 6, d (X - Y) G 0. Thus by Theoi&n 5 we have 
dim.X< E. 
To compkte the proof we show that Ind .X < dim’ X. The case of 
dim A% 0 is a special one here. Suppose dim X G 0 and let C c U with 
C cioPed and U open. Then - C, U) is an open cover which we can 
shrink. to an open cover {V, ) of order < 1 with Jr c X - C and 
w C Ur Then c C bV C u and Gdt =X- V is clopen. Thus Ind X < 0. We 
complete the proof inductively. dimX= > 0. By Theorem 6 (E), 
X= r/j.JZwithdim YGOand Z<n- Then as we have just 
shown, Ind Y < 0. For each pa:r C C U with C closed and U open there 
exists, by the vveil known argument using the hereditary DormaMy of 
X, anopenset VwithCc VCUand(Bd V)n Y=@.ThenBd Visa 
stlbspace oI”Z so dim Bd V < n - 1 by Theorem 9. Then Ind Bd V G n - 1 
by the inductive hypothesis. Thus Ind X G rz. 
For another application of Theorem 3 to metric space dimension 
theory the reader is referred to Ostrand [ 3 ] in which this technique is 
applied to Hilbert’s problem 13. We suspect here are perhaps addltion- 
al applications yet to be discovered. 
Appendix 
Remark 1. Let X be a topological space of dimension G yc, F a closed 
subset of X and Cti a finite collection of open subsets of X which cover 
F. There is a colltiction 33 of open subsets of X of order < n + 1 which 
shrinks ?k and covers 1’. 
Remark 2. Let X be a topological space, F a subspace of dimension 
and 3c a finite cvllectifsn of open subsets of X which covers F. There is 
a collectixi v oi’ open subsets of X which shrinks CLC and covers F 
such that ?ach point of Fbelongs to at most n + 1 members of CR 
3. A ,et 4% be a normaI space and F a closeu subspace of dimen- 
sion 14 PI and 5?t a finite collection of open subsets of X which covers 
F There is a t:ollection 
&rinks ?t ana covers !? 
v of o en subsets of X of order < n + 1 whit 
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1. By Remark 2 there is a finite open funk- 
= (W&E d) whichsh s ?e and covers I- tild each point of 
at most n + I of the IV& u {X - F) is. dn open cover of X, 
By normality we ma_y shrink this to an open :over (I+&“ ia) E ~4) U fG} 
with Far c Wa and G C X- E’. Then { W,‘la c ~4 ) covers PI Let 
C? = (7~ ~i~isofcardinalityn+2}.For~ti Clet 
A, = n{WU’\olq} andA= U( A, 17 f C? }. A is closed and disjoint 
fromELet &=I&‘-AandV = {V,~UE ~4). V iseasilyseento 
be the desired family. 
Remark: 4. Let X be a metric space and 6 a ~-locally finite basis for X 
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